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Objective:  The student will study  the different parts of a plant.  
 
Materials:  
 Plant Profile worksheet 
 String 
 Hand lens or microscope 
 pencil 
 
Introduction: 
A plant has many different parts to it. It has roots that grow in the ground, a stem, leaves, and 
sometimes we find flowers, seeds or fruit on them.  Each section of the plant has a different func-
tion so each section will look different. We are going to take a closer look at each part of the plant to 
better understand them.  
 
Process: 
 Introduce the different parts of a plant: roots, stems, leaves, flowers, seeds.  
 Gather your materials, and head outside with your students. You will need an area with grass, 

plants or flowers for the students to observe.  
 Divide your class into groups of 2-4 students.  
 Give each group a section of string, approximately 120 cm long. The students will find a patch of  

ground away from others and place their string down in a square.  
 Ask them to first observe what is inside their square.  
 Then, they will pick one small plant to dig up together.  Ask  them to  gently shake the dirt loose, 

or wash the roots.   
 Next, the students will record their observations of their plant on page 1 of the worksheet. Pass 

out the hand lens or microscopes. Take a closer look. Sketch what you see on the bottom of 
your worksheet.  

 After the students have completed page 1, take a look at page 2 together.  Give them a couple 
of minutes to brainstorm descriptive words. What type of green are the leaves? What texture is 
it—waxy, fuzzy, smooth, etc? Write your thoughts down in the boxes.  

 For the last section, the students are going to think about the plant’s life story.  We are looking 
for imperfections—what makes it unique? If you see holes in the leaves, what could have 
caused it? If it is missing leaves or petals, why do they think that happened? At the bottom of 
their page, ask them to write a few sentences explaining what they think could have happened 
to their plant.  
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1. Mark out your square on the ground using your string. What do you see inside your square? 
 
 
 
 
2. Pick a small plant to study. Carefully dig it out from the ground, making sure you don’t damage any of 

it’s parts. Gently shake the soil loose from the roots.  
 

3. Draw a picture of your plant below. Label all the parts of the plant you see.  

    (Roots, Stem, Leaves, Flowers, Seeds, Fruit) 

4. Using a hand lens or microscope, look closely at the different parts of the plant. What do you observe? 
Sketch what you see: 
 
                         Roots            Stem                Leaves            Flowers 
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Imagine you are trying to explain to someone what your plant looks like. Take a close look at each part of 
the plant. Write down your descriptions in the boxes below.  

 Colors Shapes Textures Smells 

Roots     

Stem     

Leaves     

Flowers     

Other      

What makes your plant unique? Are there any holes in the leaves? Are all the petals perfectly shaped? 
Does your plant look very healthy and strong, or small and weak? In the space below, come up with a story 
about what could have happened in your plant’s life.   
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